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Monday, 17
th
 of November 2008, 8:00 p.m. at the Club House 

 

 

On the agenda: 

• Brief, official stuff. 

• Show and Tell:  bring your project along and share. 

• Usual chat, coffee, tea and pizzas!!! 

 

 

 
Fernando’s new Pinnacle. 

Next Club MeetingNext Club MeetingNext Club MeetingNext Club Meeting    
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The forecast was for a cool windy Saturday and Michael 

and I both had the same thought.  With little prospect of 

any good flying, today would be a good day to get the 

unsuspecting lads who turn up to help lay the concrete 

pavers around the clubhouse forecourt. 

 

To cut a long story short – the plan worked.  I picked up 

a couple of pairs of gloves and 30 heavy pavers (the joys 

of owning a station wagon) and within two hours the job 

was done.  Many thanks to all who contributed to the 

work and to those who supervised and others who 

admired our work. 

 

Thanks also to the trainees who recently “volunteered” to give the shed a sweep and a de-

cobweb recently, and thanks for willingly and cheerfully taking on this task. 

 

Progress is being made arranging the shelters in the pits and the control line area.  These 

things take time. 

 

We’ve asked the council to spray out the broadleaf weed and they’re expected to be on to it 

soon.  Hopefully we’ll get some spring rain to allow the grass to grow through in its place.  

Thanks also to Saj and Allan for joining the mowing roster.  Special thanks to Anthony for his 

work on the roster for a considerable period. 

 

Congratulations to Alex Zattelman, John Wessel (right) and Michael 

Best on attaining their helicopter bronze wings* on a very windy 

day, and special thanks to Lindsay Henderson for doing the testing. 

(* Bronze wings in heli?  Shouldn’t that be bronze rotor-blades?) 

 

Daylight savings is now here – which means internal combustion models may be flown from 

the earlier time of 10am on Sundays. 

 

A reminder that non-members may only fly at DAC a couple of times in a year; they must 

have MAAA insurance coverage and must fly under the mentorship of an experienced DAC 

club member.  New flyers (who are not yet insured) may fly only a couple of times and under 

the direct “traineeship” of an experienced DAC member. 

 

If you see something that’s amiss – take action – and inform someone on the committee.  If 

you come across a non-member flying at the DAC field, please TELL me (my mobile number 

is in the club room); preferably with their car rego number. 

 

Fly often – fly safe – and have fun. And remember to slip, slop and slap – sunscreen is 

provided. 

 

Cheers – Ian Pullar 

President’s MessagePresident’s MessagePresident’s MessagePresident’s Message 
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This is an email that Anthony Peate sent to Xerxes after his “week-away” at Camperdown.  It 

clearly depicts why many of us like to engage in interclub activities.  Aside from the 

opportunity to fly your models in a different environment it allows you the chance to meet 

other aeromodellers and have a bit of social fun.  I hope you enjoy it as much as I did. 

 

“I [Anthony] had a really great time at Camperdown flying scale gliders last week. 

  

Over the week I flew all 5 gliders I took with me including the Osprey and my new 4m scale 

Lunak. 

 

 
 Anthony’s Lunak. 

 

I had a good long maiden flight of the new Lunak at the southern doctor’s site on Wednesday 

and later on Saturday I did about 10 flat field aero tow launches with it at the Camperdown 

horse racing track, where the local Camperdown flying club operates from. This gave me a 

much better opportunity to trim it all out properly. The thermals were not that great that day 

but the skies were clear and the air was smooth, so I was getting about 10 minutes per flight. 

  

I also had a lot fun flying my 2.6 meter Salto which is going really well since I reinforced the 

V Tail. It is extremely aerobatic and fast. The only problem is the landing because it has no 

air brakes. 

FFFFllllyyyyiiiinnnngggg    aaaatttt    CCCCaaaammmmppppeeeerrrrddddoooowwwwnnnn 
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 The reinforced Salto.  

  

I flew the Osprey at the point on Tuesday, as there was a strong westerly. 

  

Friday afternoon was probably the best weather as there was a nice 15-knot southerly, which 

made landing the large-scale gliders easier at the point. On this day, I flew my 4m ASW22, 

the Salto and the Osprey. 

 

      
 The full line-up of 5 gliders!   A close-up of the Lunak. 

 

On Sunday I helped Garry set up his KA8 glider and had a couple of goes at flying that, but it 

was another westerly, which made landing a bit tricky. 

  

All in all it was a very good week away and I got lots of flying in. There were also many other 

VARMS people there on the Tuesday so there was plenty to do and see.  During the evenings 

we went to many different pubs and restaurants, including the golf course at Cobden on 

Thursday, the Hamden pub at Camperdown and the Wheat Sheaf Hotel at Terang. 

  

All in all it is a drag to be back at work. 
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Although models are readily replaceable, in the confined area of the DAC flying field you are 

expected to fly your model as if it is not simply a “disposable item”. 

 

There’s a lot of satisfaction to be gained from a continuous series of perfect landings – and a 

lot of time and money to be saved by not having to repair, rebuild or replace. 

 

Happily, this coincides with our need to keep our environment safe and to get on well with 

our neighbours. 

 

Is your plane up to the job?  It is important that your plane is appropriate for its intended 

use, and flown in the conditions that suit it.  There are some great looking planes now readily 

available, but not all of them are up to the task.  Concerns include manufacturers skimping on 

control surface hardware, the thickness and quality of wing joiners, lightweight landing gear 

and light motor mounting systems. 

 

Modellers often contribute to these problems by attaching motors that are more powerful than 

the plane can handle and flying them faster and in a more erratic fashion than the model’s 

frame can cope with. 

 

An experienced modeller will have a good idea of the main stress points – and areas of 

potential weakness, however some of these may be hidden – so it is a good idea to do plenty 

of homework, asking others who have flown the model and do internet searches. 

 

Do you need to make some adjustments?  I was recently flying a simple Easy Star and one 

wing became dislodged in flight, causing it to no longer be parallel with the other wing – with 

the plane falling from the sky.  The problem?  The wing joiner was loose in the hole in the 

foam wing.  Something I could have easily checked before take-off, and could have easily 

rectified with a little tape wrapped around the joiner bar to increase its thickness and so grip 

the wing better. 

 

Motor mounts sometimes need some reinforcements, as do wing tie-downs, undercarriages, 

servo mountings, tail feather hold-downs, horns and anything else that may give way.  

CHECK your gear frequently, and every time your plane suffers from a hard landing or 

suffers “hanger-rash”. 

 

Is your radio setup up to the job?  Radio gear and servos must all be up to scratch and you 

must never take off if a model doesn’t pass its range-check or is being at all unreliable, or a 

servo is “iffy”.  ALWAYS re-check your gear after a hard landing / crash. 

 

Remember that on a 2.4GHz radio, the last “binding” you did becomes your “failsafe”, i.e. 

what your servos will revert to if your receiver isn’t receiving your transmitter’s signal.  This 

could mean failsafe equals full throttle (!!!) so re-bind to your desired settings.  For electrics, 

that includes NO throttle. 

 

SSSSaaaaffffeeeettttyyyy    ––––    TTTThhhhiiiinnnnkkkk    iiiitttt,,,,    TTTTaaaallllkkkk    iiiitttt,,,,    FFFFllllyyyy    iiiitttt 
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Park-flyer 2.4GHz receivers and transmitters are not permitted at DAC because their range 

cannot be relied upon.  2.4GHz receivers and transmitters must be C-Ticked  . 

 

36 and 29MHz radios must be certified every 2 years and 27MHz is not permitted.  If you are 

finding your 36 or 29MHz receiver is not up to the task, STOP using it. 

 

Programming Radios: There are tricks and traps to this.  One trap is having high and low 

rates on your radio so different that a switch inadvertently set, or knocked at the wrong time – 

causes violent and/or unexpected reaction when you move the sticks, or gives insufficient 

control surface movement to recover, e.g. in the case of an unexpected gust throwing the 

model off course.   

 

Good use of the exponential functionality can allow smooth travel in the centre range of the 

sticks, but still allow larger amounts of control surface at the outer edges for manoeuvres and 

for emergences, such as being hit by turbulence over the trees on landing approach.  A mentor 

can help you set this up so there are no unintended consequences from too much exponential. 

 

With the many switches on modern radios, it is sometimes hard to know what they all do.  

Find this out BEFORE you fly, and disable them as required, ensuring an incorrect or 

knocked switch doesn’t cause a disaster. 

 

Flaperons (both ailerons up) or crow (or butterfly) braking (ailerons up, flaps down) can cause 

a change to the attitude of your plane when deployed – but mixing appropriate elevator 

compensation can easily counteract this.  Have your model turned of when you start building 

this mix. JR radios’ first default channel in mixing mode is usually throttle, and the motor can 

come to life when you are programming.  Have the plane HELD when checking it on the 

ground, and when checking elevator compensation or new dual rate settings in the air, do it   

high, so if it doesn’t work as you intended, you have the chance to recover and come down 

safely before making further adjustments. 

 

ALWAYS check left, right (rudder and ailerons), up, down and throttle BEFORE you take 

off, BEFORE TAKE-OFF is also a good time to find out if you are flying using the correct 

model memory (!!).  Done it myself and seen it happen many a time. 

 

Sloppy linkages are also often a cause for bad landings and it is a simple matter of making 

sure these are robust, reliable and well set-up.  Having linkages attached to the inner holes of 

both horn and servo will increase the possibility of slop, and also possibly flutter at higher 

speeds.  Have your mentor assist you with this.  

 

Another cause of losses is a lack of differing colours and shapes top and bottom of your 

model, so you can’t easily see its orientation. 

 

Is your flying up to the job?  Get to know the danger areas.  Too low and too far away; too 

far down-wind; directly above you; into the sun; near the trees (or “leafy magnets” as Doug 

calls them); and in or near no-flying areas, including over pits, shed, people and west of the 

strip. 

 

Pushing your plane to the limit.  Don’t do this at DAC.  You won’t know your plane’s 

limits till it breaks.  That may be okay in a wide-open paddock – but not with constraints of 

our use of the DAC field. 
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Pushing yourself to the limit.  The same thing as above.  ALWAYS have a safety margin. 

 

Are you too tired to fly?   Tired people make more mistakes.  If you are tired – don’t fly 

until you’ve rested.  Sit down – have a break and a natter and wait until your brain’s fully 

functioning.  You then get to enjoy your flying and to go home with a car full of undamaged 

planes, and the rest of us have a hassle-free day. 

 

Air (and ground) Traffic Control.  Sharing the sky and obeying the “traffic control” rules of 

flying circuits, calling launches, landings and “on the strip” and communication with other 

flyers are all essential. 

 

Landing close.  Landing close means not having any safety parameters.  All may be well 

when everything works, but with no margin for error – any error can mean disaster. 

 

Aim for the centre line of the strip EVERY time, and then taxi in safely.  Or if your plane 

doesn’t taxi, loudly call “on the strip,” WAIT for a response, look around to double check 

things are safe – then retrieve your model. 

  

There are 4 possible causes of flyers landing close: mistakes, not being aware of the dangers, 

laziness or not caring about other flyers.  If either or both of the latter two apply to you, please 

have a good hard look at yourself.  No matter how good a flyer you are, models don’t always 

do what they’re told and you MUST allow a safety margin. 

 

Restraining your model.  I think the most recent person to have an argument with a propeller 

was me – and this was totally avoidable.  I was in front of the plane and had disconnected the 

battery, then I turned off the transmitter.  Fine – except that in fact I had NOT disconnected 

the plane’s battery and BOTH motors came to life, and I caught the two props, one in each 

hand.  Ouch!  Lots of blood, but only 3 stitches.  If you had a car accident I would say that 

was unfortunate.  If you had a car accident and were not wearing a seat belt I would say you 

were a dill.  Not using a model restraint is being a dill. 

 

When range testing an electric model, ALWAYS have it restrained.  The best way is to have 

someone holding it, and they can tell you if there is any jittering – which you might not detect 

from 25 metres away. 

 

Mentoring.  We have lots of experienced modellers at DAC, always feel free to ask for 

advice. 

 

Conclusion.   Make sure the only way you fly at DAC is safely. 

 

Ian P 
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In order to write aerobatic manoeuvres, figures and sequences down on paper so that other 

people can read, fly and judge them a universal 'language' is essential. The system used 

throughout the aerobatic world was originally developed by the Spanish aerobatic ace José 

Louis Aresti.  

 

To help you to visualise the fundamental principles the following article includes some simple 

pictorial representations of the aircraft flight path in addition to the appropriate Aresti 

symbols.  

 

To become proficient as an aerobatic judge or pilot a good understanding of the Aresti system 

is a priority. It has a basic set of "rules" which govern how the symbols are used, and each 

manoeuvre has a numeric coefficient giving its difficulty rating that allows the user to build 

"K-factors" for composite figures. The FAI catalogue lists the complete range of basic and 

complementary manoeuvres from which aerobatic figures may be constructed for inclusion in 

known, pilot designed or unknown sequences to meet the specific requirements of any 

contest.  

 

General Comment 

 

This is a basic list of aerobatic figures that have common names. Some of these were invented 

during aerial combat in WW I.  Short verbal descriptions and the IAC symbol for each basic 

figure have been included.  

 

The figure starts at the small solid circle and ends at the vertical bar. All aerobatics figures 

start and end from horizontal lines in either upright or inverted flight.  

 

The elements used in these figures are horizontal, vertical and 45 degree lines. These describe 

straight flight in these directions. Solid lines describe upright flight while dashed lines 

describe inverted flight. Parts of loops connect these line segments (see e.g. the Humpty-

Bump). Rolls in 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, etc. increments can be added to the lines. 

 

The looping portions in almost all figures have to have the same radius in all parts of a figure. 

For instance the quarter loops going into and coming out of a stall turn have to have the same 

radius.  

 

Rolls on vertical lines and on 45-degree lines have to be centred on this line to score well. 

Any deviation from the centre results in a downgrading during a competition. 

 

The Aresti “Aerobatic DiagrThe Aresti “Aerobatic DiagrThe Aresti “Aerobatic DiagrThe Aresti “Aerobatic Diagram” systemam” systemam” systemam” system 
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Upright & Inverted Flight 

               

Rolls 

 

     

Snap Rolls 

 

                          

 

A snap or flick roll is an autorotation with one wing stalled.  

Loop  Square Loop 

                           
 

Avalanche 

  
 

An avalanche is the basic loop with a roll (usually a snap roll) at the top of the loop. The roll 

has to be centred at the top of the loop. 
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Eight Sided Loop 

    
 

Immelman Turn Split-S  

        
 

Cuban Eight Reverse Cuban Eight 

          
 

Half Cuban Eight  Reverse Half Cuban Eight 

       
 

Inside-Outside Eight   
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Stall Turn 

  
 

It starts with a quarter loop into a vertical climb. When the plane stops climbing, it pivots 

around its vertical axis (which is now horizontal). The manoeuvre is finished with the last 

quarter of a loop to horizontal flight.  

Humpty-Bump 

 
 

The figure starts with a quarter loop to a vertical climb. A half loop then results in a vertical 

down-line. The figure completes with another quarter loop to horizontal flight.  

 

Spin 

             

  

Spins also are aerobatics competition manoeuvres. The two figures show a regular and an 

inverted crossover one-turn spin.  

 

During spin entry, the plane has to show a stall break, followed by the auto-rotation. The 

rotation has to stop exactly after the specified number of turns. Once the rotation has stopped, 

a vertical down line has to be established.  
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R/C POWERR/C POWERR/C POWERR/C POWER----MODEL CALENDARMODEL CALENDARMODEL CALENDARMODEL CALENDAR    

 

2008 
Oct 17-19 Seaplane Weekend                 Lake Hume, Albury TCMAC 

 18-19 Victorian State Champs: Pylon Racing 

Includes Team Selection                         Hamilton 

This will be worth going to watch! 

 

 

HMAC 

 18-19 Display Weekend                           Warracknabeal WMAC 

 26 ARF Scale Competition                            Ballarat BRMFC 

 26 Electric Fun-fly  0418 852 516      Carrum Downs PARCS 

 26 Display Day – Fly-in                                Bendigo BRCAC 

Nov 8-9 Old Timer                                                  Cohuna CMFC 

 16 F3A Pattern Aerobatics                   Rosebud West NMAA 

 16 OS Engines Annual Fly-In                    Pakenham P&DARCS 

 22-23 Pylon Racing                                    Camperdown CMAC 

 23 Scale Rally & mini-comp               Rosebud West NMAA 

 29-30 Victorian State Champs:  Helicopter 

Melb R/C Helicopter Club Field at Bangholme 

 

MRCHC 

 29-30 Display Days and Swap Meet                 Hamilton HMAC 

 30 Old Timer                                    Haddon, Ballarat BAM 

Dec 7 F3A Pattern Aerobatics                         Pakenham P&DARCS 

 

FREE FLIGHT CALENDAR FREE FLIGHT CALENDAR FREE FLIGHT CALENDAR FREE FLIGHT CALENDAR     

 

2008    Every competition day in 2008 will include a catapult glider comp. 

Nov 9 Combined % Open 

 23 Victorian State Champs, Indoor:  Bostonian. 

Also Hangar Rat at Manningham DISC 

Dec 1 Sandringham, Indoor Scale Day. 

 14 Combined % Open 
 

 

CONTROL LINE CALENDAR 

 

2008 
Oct 26 Fun-Fly and Diesel Day KMAC 

Nov 9 Speed, Simple Rat, Aussie A, Triathlon CLAMF 

 23 Monty Tyrrell Classic Stunt KMAC 

Dec 14 Speed, F2C Team Race, Goodyear, Mini Goodyear CLAMF 
 

 

R/C  GLIDER  CALENDAR R/C  GLIDER  CALENDAR R/C  GLIDER  CALENDAR R/C  GLIDER  CALENDAR     

 

Upcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming Events 
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2008 

Oct 18-19 Thermal league # 2, Open Thermal           Mildura  

 19 Training (10 am)                                  High St Rd VARMS 

Nov 1 Scale Aero-tow                                    High St Rd Scalies 

 1-4 Scale Aero-tow                                          Cobram MMAC 

 9 Thermal League # 3                                  Bendigo BSA 

 9 VARMS Training 10 am / VARMS Trophy 1 pm VARMS 

 16 Scale Slope                                    Mt Hollowback Scalies 

 23 Training (10 am)                                  High St Rd VARMS 

 23 F3B League # 2                                 Diggers Rest RCGA 

 29-30 Scale Aero-tow                              Bendigo (BSA) SSA 

Dec 6 Scale Aero-tow                                    High St Rd Scalies 

 7 Training (10 am)                                  High St Rd VARMS 

 14 Thermal League # 4                           Diggers Rest RCGA 
 

INDOOR EVENTSINDOOR EVENTSINDOOR EVENTSINDOOR EVENTS    
1
st
 Monday each month            Electric & all types of Free-Flight   

      (except January)                 Sandringham Youth Centre 10 am to 4 pm 

                                                  contact Arthur Smith 9557 4841 

 

2
nd
 Saturday each month           Donvale/Manningham Sport Complex                   

                                                  7.30 to 11.30 pm            Melways 48 F4 

                                      contact Neil Hardiman 9434 1099                                                                                                                                

 

For more details on all other disciplines and the latest updates to the event calendar go to 

VMAA web site at http://www.vmaa.com.au/content/events/events.php 

 

 

On our previous newsletter we failed to include the new website for the Victorian Pattern 

Association.  The VPA actually looks after all aerobatic events in Victoria.  We have included 

this website in a section of its own this time around for your information. 

 

We strongly suggest that if you are interested in pattern aerobatics that you visit this very 

complete and fun website. 

 

 

WEBSITES and CONTACTS for R/C POWER Competition 
 

Aerobatics: 

 

www.vicpattern.org.au 

 

Websites and ContactsWebsites and ContactsWebsites and ContactsWebsites and Contacts 
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Name Home Work/Mobile W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat 

  Ian Pullar 9428-4365   0425-831-572 27-Sep-08 29-Nov-08 31-Jan-09 4-Apr-09 

  Cliff McIver 9850-4478   9882-7521 4-Oct-08 6-Dec-08 7-Feb-09 11-Apr-09 

  Nik Daud 9852-3236   0412-263-883 11-Oct-08 13-Dec-08 14-Feb-09 18-Apr-09 

  Greg Sleeth 9848-6809   9634-4658 18-Oct-08 20-Dec-08 21-Feb-09 25-Apr-09 

  Saj Rahman    0438-007-795 25-Oct-08 27-Dec-08 28-Feb-09 2-May-09 

  Allan Swift    0407-857-482 1-Nov-08 3-Jan-09 7-Mar-09 9-May-09 

  Patrick Kearney 9898-1370    8-Nov-08 10-Jan-09 14-Mar-09 16-May-09 

  Grant Collins 9849-1790   0418-872-218 15-Nov-08 17-Jan-09 21-Mar-09 23-May-09 

  Jason Harrigan 9859-4020   0418-309-022 22-Nov-08 24-Jan-09 28-Mar-09 30-May-09 

For up to date mowing roster go to http://www.dac.org.au and click on “Members Info”. 

 

To change a rostered date, organise a swap if possible, or contact Cliff on 9882-7521. 

 

FREE JOY RIDES! Available for anyone who wish to join the Mowing Roster. 

 

 

The newsletter and the web page rely heavily on club members to write articles and send them 

in.  So we encourage all club members to have a go. You are welcome to place ads for sale of 

your secondhand R/C model aircraft related items in the newsletter. The newsletter is a 

service offered to all club members. 

 

Articles don’t have to be long to be of interest to other members.  It may only take you 10 

minutes to type up.  Just send it via email in plan text or MS Word document format. Pictures 

are good but try to limit you articles to less than 2MBytes in size.  Always include the 

author’s name within the article text. 

 

Fernando Monge  Newsletter Editor   e d i t @dac.org.au 

Michael Best  Webpage Editor & Newsletter Assistant  w e b @dac.org.au 
 

 
Disclaimer  

Readers should be aware that the content of this newsletter is of a general nature and is not intended to constitute a definitive 

statement on any subject matter and does not constitute legal or specific advice. Formal advice should be obtained before 

acting in any of the areas covered. 

The advice contained in this newsletter is intended as a source of information only. Although precautions have been taken to 

ensure accuracy of the information, the publishers, authors and printers cannot accept responsibility for any claim, loss, 

damage or liability arising out of use of the information published. 

Mowing RosterMowing RosterMowing RosterMowing Roster 

Note from the EditorsNote from the EditorsNote from the EditorsNote from the Editors 
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If undelivered return to: 

Doncaster Aeromodellers Club 

P.O. Box 56 

North Balwyn Vic. 3104 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DDDDDDDDAAAAAAAACCCCCCCC        CCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE        22222222000000000000000088888888////////99999999 

NNNNAMEAMEAMEAME PPPPOSITIONOSITIONOSITIONOSITION CCCCONTACTONTACTONTACTONTACT EEEEMAILMAILMAILMAIL    
Ian Pullar President 03 9428 4365 p r e s @dac.org.au 
Cliff McIver Vice President 03 9850 4478 v i c e @dac.org.au 
James Taylor Secretary  s e c r @dac.org.au 
Douglas Rochlin Treasurer  0412 088 886 t r e a s @dac.org.au 
Michael Best Registrar  r e g @dac.org.au 

Fernando Monge Newsletter Editor   e d i t @dac.org.au 

Michael Best Webpage Editor  
& Newsletter Assistant 

 w e b @dac.org.au 

Grant Collins Committee Member   
David Gibbs Committee Member   
David Law Committee Member   
Colin Kahn Committee Member   

Allan Swift Committee Member   

More details can be found at http://www.dac.org.au and click on “contact us”. 


